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Looking at some null patterns for text fields (and other objects)
 
This example will look at how to set up additional instructions inside the text field. In Designer this is referred to
as a null pattern and for most fields you can set the null pattern in the Object > Field palette.  
 
The null pattern can be set in the Display tab using null{}. See Adobe's guide to picture clauses. 
Example 1:
This text field has a simple null pattern, which will appear when the field does not have a value. There isn't any script involved in this solution, you just need to go to Patterns > Display and then tick Allow empty and type in the null pattern that you want. For example:
 
null{'Please provide your full name...'}
Example 2:
This extends the above example by including script in the enter and exit events to change the colour of the value font.
 
null{'Please provide your full name...'}
Example 3:
The text field has the following display pattern, which covers both the null state and after the user has inputted data into the field:
 
null{'Director of Services, please type your name here...'}|text{XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX', Director of Services'}
Example 4:
Here are some other objects where you can set a display pattern at design time. For example, numeric fields, date fields and dropdowns. 
 
Please note that for dropdowns you need script to set the null pattern at runtime, as by default it does not have the ability to set a display pattern at design time. 
 
Enter latitude as numeric  input only, eg 522118
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